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MATEI SPECTACULAR FANTASIZING

but the presence of everyday concerns is just as urgent. The temptation of
allegory has the gift of transmuting commonplace events into mythical
projections and, at the same time, of giving ample, serious subjects of
indisputable prestige, a certain concreteness that brings them closer to daily
life. Despre Seneca (About Seneca) is such an allegory of a fake and
agonizing history, in which the ego seems unable to find its place: Lovesc

-

-

among other things, the presence of certain features specific to Marin
Sorescu at the level of preferred techniques (linguistic farce, badinage, the
taste for enormities and for irony, parodic instinct, the temptation to play
and so on). However, says the critic, "Matei uch more inclined
towards seriousness than towards play. In his hands, Sorescu's formula
becomes often something else, used by a different temperament. Matei

restrained and sad poet, essentially a melancholic ". Matei
is the city, an area of congestion and of the regular,

in which architecture is rather décor, an Eleatic space, where time seems
frozen, in which almost nothing happens and people have mechanical
gestures, anonymous and anodyne experiences, being therefore ridiculous
actors on a small scale stage, having minimal, mechanic reactions. Reality
is, rather, as noted by N. Manolescu, a simulacrum, a haunting,
imponderable presence, in which, there seems to be almost zero gravity and
individuals have the appearance of masks placed over a well restrained
nothingness Uneori îmi pun costumul cu dungi aurii,/ jobenul înalt, 
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-
-

Many of Matei poems have the appearance of fables with
an underlying moral, where the lyrical tension arises from the slightly
parodic assumption of antinomies: diurnal / nocturnal, real, empirical /
temptation of the absolute, low / high, as in the poem Fereastra (Window) ,
where the suggestion of remoteness and of the height conjugates with the
approach of the ideal that contradicts an alienating reality undermined by
the germ of isolation and confinement: -a
luat gheara din b -a ridicat ciocul din gîtul meu// m-

-a învîrtit prin odaia mea/ s-
-

- -te/ orice

- - -
Or the poem Corabia (The

Ship) in which, beyond the apparent layer of meaning, one finds deeper
meanings of the human condition, a certain gravity of meditation, an
amplitude of poetic knowledge that does not deny the world's major
meanings:

-

-
ziceam nu-i nimic asta-

-
-

abie/ aste e o.../ asta e

The privileged theme of poems of this kind is that of expectation, as
noticed by N. Manolescu, but it is a fake expectation, filtered through the
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playful ceremonies of fantasy, with a large dose of parody and irony. 
Gravity is thus often turned to farce and the tragic sense of existence seems
to be embracing the mark of theatricality, of a clever staging of feelings by
a textual director endowed with lucidity, and with an acute awareness of
the relativity of poetic conventions. The pathos that may be divined in these
poems belongs, itself, to the species of badinerie and farce, of ironic
revelations of an intelligence that acutely perceives the cracks in the order
of the world, as well as the negative appearances of an alienating and
mechanical reality:

-

another poem where automatic machines receive a life of their own, 
biological reflexes and even an autonomous consciousness of Eu

In Fe (The Giant Woman) we deal with a perception of
reality falling under the species of the terratomorph and the monstrous, in a
vision in which the fantastic mixes, in indefinite doses, with realistic detail.
The poet's eye, attentive at the cracks in the world order, at the anomalies
in the state of things, is constantly on alert, assuming the role of noticing
the malformation, of perceiving the unusual, of recording the bizarre and
the incoherent

-
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-
In the poem O iluminare, we come across the same thrill of the

unknown, the same vision of the miraculous and of the distance to the
preestablished order of things. An intimation of transcendence lurks here,
and between body and spirit there is a perfectly articulated parallelism, just
as between the levels of existence, between below and above, between the
empirical and the sacred, parallelisms are more readily established than we
are inclined to believe -a

- or//

-

Referring to the p
emphasizes the drama of the poet tormented by anxiety, by the convulsions
and benefits of the word, but also by the frustrations caused by the
opposition between mind and body, between inner revelations and a
disaggregating reality, with meanings turned upside down, mined by
anomia, desecrated once and for all: "The hieratic universe of poems is
often struck by unpredictable, terrifying hallucinations, that bring an air of
metaphysical comedy to the fantastic scenery. Knowledge is resorbed in
such cases, into an ecstasy of wonder, reactions melt into imponderable,
celestial mechanics, with phantasmal convulsions. This air of calm
confusion, of ironic redemption that shrouds the powerless being, turns the
poetry of Matei into a perfect transcript of civilized despair, in
which intelligence acts as an anesthetic." The poem is, for Matei a
gnosiological tool and at the same time, a being equipped with its own
physiology, with a fictional metabolism that can not be circumvented and
with a monadic, autotelic, structure, in a certain sense. The most relevant
example is
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necitite/ n-

-le cu urlet/ din
-

nebun,

toate/ cele citite, se repede asupr

Phantasmal and visionary,
anxious and ludic sometimes, exploring both the realms of intimacy and
those of the miraculous, the poetry of cultivates the hieratic
in reasonable doses and the pathos tempered by parodic and ironic reflexes.
His Apocalypses have an air of décor and metaphysical rhetoric has a very
clear theatrical articulation. Notations are, as has been said, sober, neutral, 
lacking broad gestures, rather impersonal visions of a lyrical self fond of
damnation ceremonies and of the ritual of aesthetic expiation.  
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